With respect to the Yolngu:

It may contain information and photos from deceased people.
Arnhem Land (Movie)
First Aboriginal Meeting
Invitation
Research
Cultural Living
Design Principles
Design
Improvements P4
HOUSING
6-months Preparation
TU Delft, The Netherlands
Round Shapes Represent Trees
Natural Materials
Family Together
0.5m Elevated
Veranda’s
No Windows and Doors
About 4m High
Past - 70's

House 1) 2 bedrooms
House 2) 1 bedroom
House 3) 2 bedrooms
House 4) 1 bedroom
House 5) 1 bedroom
House 6) 1 bedroom

1st Generation
- D (Dad) - Y (Mom) - G Son

2nd Generation
- D (Dad) - Y (Mom) - Son
- Y (Mom) - D (Dad) - D (Dad)

3rd Generation
- Y (Mom) - G Son
- D (Dad) - Y (Mom) - G Son
- Y (Mom) - D (Dad) - G Son

Bloodline
North 50,000 years

Family
Family in-Law

D (Dad) - Y (Mom)
Y (Mom) - D (Dad)
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House 4
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Design
1 - Floor 140 x 38mm
2 - Gutter
3 - Underlayer
4 - Rotation System
5 - Beam Wall
6 - Rotation System
7 - Horizontal Beam
8 - Roof 140 x 38mm
9 - Shingles 150 x 3mm
5 - Beam Wall
4 - Rotation System
3 - Underlayer
2 - Gutter
1 - Floor 140 x 38mm
6 - Flexible Holder
5 - Rotation Unit
4 - Beam (Wall)
3 - U-Socket
2 - “bearing”
1 - Socket